
HRHS5526 : Topics in Buddhism in the West: Buddhism in Film
Spring 2013: February 4, 2013 - May 17, 2013

Scott Mitchell ~ scott@shin-ibs.edu ~ 510.809.1449
Office Hours: Monday, 1 - 3 p.m. (or by appointment)

Course description:
This courses uses film as a means to explore Buddhism in Western contexts. How is Buddhism 
and how are Buddhists represented in film? And what do these representations reveal about our 
attitudes toward both religious persons and religion more generally? The course is organized 
around film screenings and seminar discussion taking into account current methodological 
considerations from both film studies and Buddhist studies.
Previous Buddhist studies experience is recommended but not required.
Course format: seminar discussions around film screenings.
Evaluation: participation in class discussions, critical film reviews, and/or final project.

Student learning objectives:
•Students will learn multiple ways of viewing, reading, and experiencing a film including 

formal analysis as well as experiential immersion (film as practice)
•Students will gain an understanding of various film genres and technical aspects of film
•Students will explore films in their original cultural contexts (U.S., Japan, etc.) and how these 

contexts effect how filmmakers portray Buddhism and religious themes
•Students will be challenged to critically engage their own presumptions about both Buddhism 

and film and how Buddhist ideas and persons are represented on the screen
•Students will have the opportunity to experiment with using (non-Buddhist) films to teach 

Buddhist ideas in both secular and religious contexts

Required texts:
A course reader will be provided to students either in print from a local printer or in electronic 
format.

Schedule in brief:
1. Introduction to course, students, instructor, and course topics
2. Reading, seeing, and hearing film: introduction to critical film analysis
3. The Buddha in Film
4. Buddhism in new media: television, the web, and social networks
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5. Buddhist documentary: The Dhamma Brothers and Streams of Light
6. Film as experience: Why Has Bodhi Dharma Left for the East? 
7. Ritual, practice, and death: Departures
8. Representing Buddhism and Buddhists: the good, the bad, the bizarre
9. Prisoners (or not) of Shangrila: Kundun
10. Buddhist pedagogy: using film to teach the Dharma: Stranger than Fiction
11. What is a Buddhist film? Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
12. Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter... and Spring
13. Student presentations
14. Student presentations

Evaluations and Assignments:
Evaluations for this course will be based on:
1. Class participation and discussion
2. Reflection papers
3. Critical film analysis/review

Reflection papers:
Students will write reflection papers based on the two documentaries and five feature-

length films we watch in class, due the week after viewing the films in class. Papers should 
follow the format of the “Case Studies” in Nelm’s Introduction to Film Studies. That is, students 
should briefly summarize the film and its thematic elements while being attentive to how these 
elements reveal the film’s theme, intent, or significance. Please feel free to make an argument 
about the film (i.e., the film is or is not “Buddhist,” the film’s meaning is x because of y) as well 
as your own personal reactions to the film (i.e., did you enjoy it?).  Reflections papers should be 
no more than 3 pages (double spaced, 1-inch margins) long.

The first paper should cover both of the short documentaries we will watch in class 
March 5th and will be due the following week, March 12th. The remaining papers will be due the
week after their respective in-class viewings.

Critical film analysis/review:
In lieu of a formal research paper, students will write a critical film review. Students 

should choose a feature-length film of any genre that we have not seen in class (please see list of 
“Buddhist” films attached, but do not feel limited to this list). Students should approach the film 
from one of the major theoretical or methodological questions asked over the course of the 
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semester, for example: is this a “Buddhist film” and why or why not? How does this film 
explicitly explore a specific Buddhist idea or concept? If there is a genre of “Buddhist films,” 
how is this film an exemplar of this genre? Regardless of the film’s status as explicitly 
“Buddhist” or not, can it be used to disclose Buddhist teachings (i.e., film as pedagogy)? 

Stylistically, students should consult readings from the Journal of Religion and Film or 
the “Case Studies” from Introduction to Film Studies for examples. Be sure to “read” the film 
accordingly, analyzing how the film’s thematic elements support your reading of it. And use 
external sources (i.e., do some research) to further support your arguments. Be sure to locate 
your reading of the film within a specific Buddhist practice tradition.

Reviews should be approximately 3000 to 4000 words in length and follow standard 
research paper guidelines. See the GTU common MA handbook for more information:
http://www.gtu.edu/students/handbooks

Student presentations:
During the last two weeks of the semester (or just the last class, depending on class size), 

students will present their work to their classmates. These presentations need not be formal, 
rather short talks where students can share what movie they watched, their reactions to it, and the
subject of their final critical analysis. 

For doctoral students, please see me for additional assignments.

Final reviews are due on the last day of class, May 14 - no exceptions.
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